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A Cyclage Poset Structure for Littlewood–Richardson Tableaux
MARK SHIMOZONO
A graded poset structure is defined for sets of Littlewood–Richardson (LR) tableaux whose cardi-
nalities are the multiplicities of irreducible gl(n)-modules in the tensor product of several irreducible
gl(n)-modules indexed by rectangular partitions. This is a generalization of the cyclage poset on
tableaux defined by Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger. This combinatorial construction is of independent
interest and may be understood without reference to the underlying algebraic geometry. It is shown
that the polynomials obtained by enumerating LR tableaux by shape and a generalized charge statistic,
are the graded multiplicities of irreducibles in certain graded gl(n)-modules supported in the closure
of a nilpotent conjugacy class. In particular, explicit tableau formulas are obtained for the special cases
of the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials, the coefficient polynomials of two-column Macdonald–Kostka
polynomials, and the graded multiplicities of coordinate rings of closures of conjugacy classes of
nilpotent matrices. These polynomials coincide with the q-enumeration of rigged configurations and
conjecturally coincide with the q-analogues of LR coefficients defined by the spin–weight generating
functions of ribbon tableaux introduced by Lascoux, Leclerc, and Thibon.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a series of papers [9, 13, 14] Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger developed the deep theory of
the cyclage poset on tableaux, to give combinatorial explanations of properties of the Kostka–
Foulkes polynomials, which are Lusztig’s q-analogue of weight multiplicities in type A. In
particular, they assign to each tableau a nonnegative integer called the charge and show that
the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials are the q-enumeration of tableaux by charge [1, 13].
These polynomials occur as instances of Poincare´ polynomials Kλ;R(q) of isotypic com-
ponents of coordinate rings of closures of conjugacy classes of nilpotent matrices, twisted by
line bundles. The polynomials Kλ;R(q) are q-analogues of the tensor product multiplicities
given by Littlewood–Richardson (LR) coefficients
cRλ = 〈sλ , sR1sR2 . . . sRt 〉 (1.1)
where sλ is the Schur polynomial and R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rt ) is a sequence of rectangular
partitions. This multiplicity has a well-known description as the cardinality of a set of LR
tableaux LRT(λ; R). Many properties of Kostka–Foulkes polynomials have generalizations
for the Poincare´ polynomials Kλ;R(q) [24]. In [7, 24] many combinatorial conjectures were
proposed to explain these properties.
The key construction of this paper is a direct definition of a poset structure on LR tableaux
that generalizes the cyclage poset on tableaux. This new poset is graded by a function chargeR
that generalizes the charge. The most important consequence of this construction is a proof
that the Poincare´ polynomial Kλ;R(q) is given by the q-enumeration of the set LRT(λ; R)
of LR tableaux by chargeR . Other consequences include proofs of monotonicity and symme-
try properties of the polynomials Kλ;R(q) [21], the appearance of Kλ;R(q) as graded mul-
tiplicities of Schur functions in certain Demazure characters of affine type A [22], and a
q-enumeration formula for Kλ;R(q) in terms of rigged configurations [8].
The polynomials Kλ;R(q) also conjecturally coincide with a subfamily of the q-analogues
of LR coefficients arising from the spin–weight generating function over ribbon tableaux [10];
these q-analogues are parabolic affine type A Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials [15].
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Section 2 reviews the definitions of the Poincare´ polynomials, the LR tableaux, the action
of the symmetric group on LR tableaux by the generalized automorphisms of conjugation,
the generalized charge statistic, and the main result. The main construction, the R-cocyclage
poset structure on LR tableaux, is introduced in Section 3, where the important features of
this graded poset and its grading function chargeR are described. Section 4 sketches the proof
of the main theorem. The proofs appear in the last two sections.
Thanks to M. Okado for pointing out [17] which has considerable overlap with this paper
and [22].
2. DEFINITIONS
This section gives the definitions of the Poincare´ polynomials Kλ;R(q), the R-LR (short for
R-Littlewood–Richardson), property for words and tableaux, the generalized automorphisms
of conjugation τp, and the generalized charge cR . This leads up to the statement of the main
result, Theorem 10.
2.1. The Poincare´ polynomials Kλ;R . We recall the definition of the polynomials
Kλ;R(q) [24].
Let η = (η1, η2, . . . , ηt ) be a sequence of positive integers summing to n and γ =
(γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ Zn . Given the pair (η, γ ) we define a generating function Hη,γ (x; q) whose
coefficients are the desired polynomials Kλ;R(q).
Let Rootsη be the set of positions in an n × n matrix above the block diagonal given by the
parts of η, that is,
Rootsη = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ η1 + · · · + ηr < j ≤ n for some 1 ≤ r < t }.
Define
Bη,γ (x; q) = xγ
∏
(i, j)∈Rootsη
(
1− q xi
x j
)−1
,
which is a formal power series in q whose coefficients are Laurent polynomials in the set of
variables x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). Let W be the symmetric group that permutes the x variables,
J =∑τ∈W (−1)τ τ the antisymmetrization operator, and ρ = (n−1, n−2, . . . , 1, 0). Observe
that J (xρ) = ∏i< j (xi − x j ) and that J (xρxλ)/J (xρ) = sλ(x) is the Schur polynomial if λ
is a partition. Define the formal power series Hη,γ (x; q) and Kλ,η,γ (q) by
Hη,γ (x; q) = J (xρ)−1 J (xρBη,γ (x; q))
Hη,γ (x; q) =
∑
λ
Kλ,η,γ (q)sλ(x)
where λ runs over the set of dominant integral weights (weakly decreasing sequences in Zn)
and sλ(x) = J (xρxλ)/J (xρ) is the irreducible gl(n)-character of highest weight λ. It can
be shown that the formal power series Kλ,η,γ (q) are in fact polynomials with integer coef-
ficients. These can be calculated explicitly using a q-Kostant partition formula that follows
immediately from this definition.
For the rest of the paper we shall only be concerned with the following special case. Let
R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rt ) be a sequence of rectangular partitions where Ri has ηi rows and µi
columns. Let n =∑i ηi and
γ (R) = (µη11 , µη22 , . . . , µηtt ) := (µ1, . . . , µ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
η1 times
, µ2, . . . , µ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
η2 times
, . . . , µt , . . . , µt︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηt times
), (2.1)
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the weight obtained by juxtaposing the parts of the partitions R1 through Rt . Of particular
interest is the case that γ (R) is a partition, that is, µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µt . In this case we say
that R is dominant and define
Kλ;R(q) = Kλ,η,γ (R)(q).
2.2. Notation for rectangle sequences. Let us fix notation associated with the sequence
of rectangular partitions R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rt ). Let Ri have ηi rows and µi columns for
1 ≤ i ≤ t and
N =
t∑
i=1
|Ri | =
t∑
i=1
µiηi
n =
t∑
i=1
ηi .
Write width(R) = maxi µi for the width of the widest rectangle in R. For a ≥ 1 let East(a)
be the set of cells strictly east of the ath column. Write East(R) = East(width(R)). Let D be
the diagram (which is not necessarily that of a partition) obtained by stacking the rectangles
R1, R2, . . . , Rt atop each other. Fill each cell of the j th row of D by j for j = 1, 2, . . . . Let
Yi be the subtableau corresponding to the rectangle Ri and Ai the alphabet of letters occurring
in Yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ t .
EXAMPLE 1. Let R = ((3, 3), (2, 2), (1, 1, 1)), so that µ = (3, 2, 1), η = (2, 2, 3), n = 7,
N = 13, and width(R) = 3. The filled diagram D is given by
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3
4 4
5
6
7
The subtableaux Yi are given by
Y1 = 1 1 12 2 2 Y2 =
3 3
4 4 Y1 =
5
6
7
The alphabets are A1 = {1, 2}, A2 = {3, 4}, and A3 = {5, 6, 7}.
REMARK 2. Suppose that for all i , ηi = 1, that is, each Ri is a single row (µi ). Then
Ai = {i} for all i and Yi is the single-rowed tableau consisting of µi copies of the letter i .
2.3. R-LR property. The main definition in this section is that of an R-LR word. For the
definitions and notation regarding partitions and tableaux see [3]. We shall often identify a
partition with its Ferrers diagram or shape.
An alphabet is a finite totally ordered set. Its elements are called letters. For an alphabet A
and letters a, b ∈ A, write [a, b] = {c ∈ A | a ≤ c ≤ b} for the interval of letters between a
and b, and [a] for the initial interval of A consisting of letters less than or equal to a. A word
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in the alphabet A is a finite sequence of letters of A. A subword is a subsequence. A factor of
a word is a subword consisting of letters in consecutive positions. If u and v are words then
u is a left factor, and v is a right factor, of uv. For w a word in the alphabet A and B ⊂ A,
denote byw|B the restriction ofw to the subalphabet B, obtained fromw by erasing all letters
not in B.
A tableau is a filling of the cells of a Ferrers diagram of a partition, with letters such that
the rows weakly increase from left to right and the columns strictly increase from top to
bottom. For a tableau t denote by shape(t) the partition whose Ferrers diagram is filled by t .
A tableau t shall be identified with its row-reading word . . . u2u1, where ui is the i th row of
t read from left to right. Let P(w) be the Schensted P-tableau for the word w [18]. It can
be computed using Schensted’s row insertion algorithm [3, Section 1.1]. We shall require two
kinds of Q-tableaux. The first is the Schensted Q-tableau Q(w) which is the usual recording
tableau for row insertion [3, Section 4.1]. Write w = w1w2 . . . wN where the wi are letters.
Using the parenthesization (. . . (((w1)w2)w3) . . . wN ), one has a sequence of partitions (each
obtained from the previous one by adding a cell) given by {shape(P(w1w2 . . . wi )) | 0 ≤
i ≤ N }. This defines a tableau Q(w) with shape(Q(w)) = shape(P(w)), that contains the
letter i in the cell added in passing from shape(P(w1 . . . wi−1)) to shape(P(w1 . . . wi )), for
i = 1, 2, . . . , N . For the second kind of Q-tableau, suppose that the word w has a given
factorization w = un . . . u2u1 into factors ui , each of which is a weakly increasing word.
Using the parenthesization (un . . . (u3(u2(u1))) . . . ) of w one may define another sequence
of partitions, {shape(P(ui . . . u2u1)) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}. Denote by Q(un, un−1, . . . , u1) the filling
of the Ferrers diagram of shape(P(w)) given by placing the letter i into each cell in the
difference of shape(P(ui . . . u2u1)) and shape(P(ui−1 . . . u2u1)) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It is
easily seen that this filling is a tableau (see Proposition 42), and that one can recover the ui
from the pair (P(w), Q(un, . . . , u1)). This is a recording tableau for successive Schensted
column insertions [3, Section A.2] of the words ui .
Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on words defined by v ∼ w if and only if P(v) = P(w).
Call the equivalence classes P-classes. There is a unique tableau T in each P-class; write
C(T ) = {w | P(w) = T } for the P-class of T .
Knuth showed that the equivalence relation ∼ is the transitive closure of relations of the
following form (called an elementary Knuth transformation; see [6]) where t and u are words
and x, y, z are letters:
t yxzu ∼ t yzxu for x < y ≤ z (2.2)
t xzyu ∼ t zxyu for x ≤ y < z. (2.3)
Suppose A1, A2, . . . is a finite collection of pairwise disjoint alphabets. Let w1, w2, . . . be
words in the respective alphabets A1, A2, . . . . Say that a wordw in the alphabet A1∪ A2∪· · ·
is a shuffle of the words w1, w2, . . . if w|Ai = wi for all i . Write Shuffle(w1, w2, . . . ) for the
set of shuffles of w1, w2, . . . . More generally if C1,C2, . . . are sets of words in the respective
alphabets A1, A2, . . . , let Shuffle(C1,C2, . . . ) be the union of Shuffle(w1, w2, . . . ) for wi ∈
Ci for all i .
We require the following version of the LR rule [14, Proposition 2.22].
PROPOSITION 3. Let A1, A2, . . . be alphabets such that a < b for all a ∈ Ai and b ∈
A j with i < j . Let t1, t2, . . . be tableaux in the respective alphabets A1, A2, . . . of shapes
λ(1), λ(2), . . . . Then Shuffle(C(t1),C(t2), . . . ) is a union of P-classes C(u j ), and the number
of such tableaux u j of shape λ is equal to the multiplicity cλλ(1),λ(2),... of the Schur function sλ
in the product sλ(1)sλ(2) . . . .
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The fact that this shuffle is a union of P-classes, follows immediately from the observation
that the elementary Knuth transformations are compatible with restriction to subintervals. See
Section 5.1 for a proof of the statement regarding multiplicities.
Consider the case ti = Yi in the notation of Section 2.2. Write W (R) = Shuffle(C(Y1),
C(Y2), . . . ,C(Yt )). Say that the word w is R-LR if w ∈ W (R). Let LRT(R) be the set of
tableaux T (of arbitrary partition shape) that are R-LR. For a (possibly skew) shape D, write
LRT(D; R) for the set of (skew) tableaux T of shape D that are R-LR. If R is a sequence of
single-rowed shapes Ri = (µi ) then a wordw is R-LR if and only if it has content µ, LRT(R)
is the set of tableaux of content µ, and LRT(D; R) is the set of (skew) tableaux of shape D
and content µ.
EXAMPLE 4. For R as in Example 1, the wordw = 7442632512131 is R-LR sincew|A1 =
221211 ∼ 222111, w|A2 = 4433 and w|A3 = 765.
2.4. Generalization of automorphisms of conjugation. If R is a sequence of single-rowed
shapes for all i , there is an action of the symmetric group on words which preserves the
Q-tableau and induces at the commutative level the usual permutation action [14]. This action
is an ‘automorphism of conjugation’ in the monoid of words in the sense that it commutes with
circular permutations on words. It will be given explicitly in Section 3.1. We extend this action
to the case of rectangles. This extension was defined in [7] in conjectural form. Its properties
are proven here.
The symmetric group St has an obvious action on the set of all sequences of rectangles of
length t . For any two sequences R and R′ in the same St -orbit, by Proposition 3 for all λ one
has
|LRT(λ; R)| = |LRT(λ; R′)|.
We shall define a bijection LRT(λ; R)→ LRT(λ; R′) for each such pair (R, R′).
The starting point is the case of exchanging two rectangles.
LEMMA 5. There exists a unique bijection τ : W (R1, R2)→ W (R2, R1) which preserves
the Q-tableau.
An explicit construction for the bijection τ is given in Section 5.2.
Let 1 ≤ p ≤ t − 1. Write τp R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rp−1, Rp+1, Rp, Rp+2, . . . , Rt ) for the
sequence obtained from R by exchanging the pth and (p+1)th rectangles. Define the map τp :
W (R)→ W (τp R) as follows. Given w ∈ W (R), let w′ = w|Ap∪Ap+1 ; it is in W (Rp, Rp+1)
by definition. Define τpw to be the word obtained from w by replacing the subword w′ with
the word τw′ where τ : W (Rp, Rp+1) → W (Rp+1, Rp) is defined as in Lemma 5. It is
immediate that τpw ∈ W (τp R).
EXAMPLE 6. With R as in Example 1, the tableau T ∈ LRT(R) and its images under
various operators τp appear below.
T =
1 1 1 3 3 5
2 2 2 4
4 6
7
τ1T =
1 1 3 3 3 5
2 2 4 4
4 6
7
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τ2T =
1 1 1 3 6 6
2 2 2 4
5 7
7
τ2τ1T =
1 1 3 6 6 6
2 2 4 7
5 7
7
τ1τ2T =
1 4 4 4 6 6
2 5 5 5
3 7
7
τ1τ2τ1T =
1 4 4 6 6 6
2 5 5 7
3 7
7
.
EXAMPLE 7. Let T ∈ LRT(λ; R) where λ has width(R) columns. Let A′i be the i th subal-
phabet for τ j R. Then τ j T is obtained from T by a trivial vertical exchanging process. In each
column of T , first replace the letters of A j (resp. A j+1) by their counterparts in A′j+1 (resp.
A′j ) and then sort the resulting column; only the letters in A j ∪ A j+1 = A′j ∪ A′j+1 need to
be moved. The key fact is that each column of T |A j must contain each of the numbers in A j .
THEOREM 8. The maps τp : W (R) → W (τp R) are bijections that restrict to bijections
τp : LRT(λ; R)→ LRT(λ; τp R) for all λ, satisfying the following properties.
(A1) P(τpw) = τp P(w) for all w ∈ W (R).
(A2) Q(τpw) = Q(w) for all w ∈ W (R).
(A3) The bijections τp (1 ≤ p ≤ t − 1) satisfy the Moore—Coxeter relations for St , defining
an action of the symmetric group on LR tableaux and words.
(A4) Suppose σ ∈ St is a permutation that stabilizes the interval I ⊂ [t] and fixes its
complement. Let J = ⋃i∈I Ai be the interval of letters in the subalphabets indexed
by I . Then the words w and σw agree in all positions occupied by letters not in J ,
where σw is defined by (A3).
(A5) Suppose Rp = Rp+1. Then τpw = w for all w ∈ W (R).
The statement in (A3) is imprecise since the operators τp depend on the sequence of rect-
angles. The above family of bijections satisfy Yang–Baxter type relations.
2.5. Statistic on LR tableaux. Lascoux et al. [11] gave a formula for the charge that averages
a simpler statistic over the orbit of a word by the symmetric group acting by automorphisms
of conjugation. We recall from [7] a statistic cR on LR tableaux that generalizes the charge.
First let R = (R1, R2) and w ∈ W (R1, R2). Then P(w) ∈ LRT(R1, R2). Define
dR1,R2(w) = dR1,R2(P(w)) = |shape(P(w)) ∩ East(R)|,
the number of cells of shape (P(w)) that lie in columns strictly to the east of the max(µ1, µ2)th
column (see Section 2.2). Next, for arbitrary R, 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, and w ∈ W (R), define
di,R(w) = d(Ri ,Ri+1)(w|Ai∪Ai+1).
Finally, define cR : W (R)→ N by
cR(w) = 1
t !
∑
τ∈St
t−1∑
i=1
(t − i) di,τ R(τw). (2.4)
This makes sense if R has two or more rectangles. Let cR(w) = 0 if R has less than two
rectangles.
EXAMPLE 9. For the tableaux in the S3-orbit of the tableau T in Example 6, in order one
has the following (d1, d2) values: (3, 1), (3, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 2). So cR(T ) = (7+
7+ 5+ 5+ 6+ 6)/6 = 6.
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2.6. Main result.
THEOREM 10. Let R be a dominant sequence of rectangles and λ a partition. Then
Kλ;R(q) =
∑
T∈LRT(λ;R)
qcR(T ). (2.5)
The proof relies on the cyclage poset structure on LR tableaux introduced below.
3. THE CYCLAGE POSET FOR LR TABLEAUX
Section 3.1 reviews the definitions of the crystal operators for type An−1, including the
action of the symmetric group Sn given by the automorphisms of conjugation. This is nec-
essary to define the action of the cyclic group Z/NZ on R-LR words in Section 3.2, which
in turn makes possible the definition in Section 3.3 of the R-cocyclage relation on R-LR
tableaux. Section 3.3 gives the main theorems on the structure of the R-cocyclage poset on
R-LR tableaux and its grading function chargeR .
3.1. Crystal operators and automorphisms of conjugation. We recall the definitions of
the crystal raising, lowering, and reflection operators er , fr , and sr associated with crystal
graphs of type An−1. The combinatorial constructions as given here appear in [11, 14] and
are equivalent to those coming from the computation of the crystal graphs by Kashiwara and
Nakashima [5].
Fix 1 ≤ r ≤ n−1. For a word u, regard the letters r as right parentheses, the letters r+1 as
left parentheses, and ignore other letters. Perform the usual matching of parentheses, leaving
a subword of unpaired letters of the form ra(r + 1)b. Then the words er u, fr u, and sr u are
defined by replacing this subword of u by ra+1(r + 1)b−1, ra−1(r + 1)b+1, and rb(r + 1)a
respectively, where er u and fr u are defined only if b > 0 and a > 0, respectively. Say that
two words are in the same r -string if one is obtained from the other by a power of fr .
THEOREM 11 ([14]). Let F be one of the operators er , fr , or sr for 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. Then
for every word u in the alphabet [n] one has:
(1) P(F(u)) = F(P(u)).
(2) Q(F(u)) = Q(u).
Moreover, there is an action of Sn on the words in the alphabet [n], such that the simple
reflection sr ∈ Sn acts by the above operator sr on words.
This action of the symmetric group on words, is the special case of Theorem 8 in which
each rectangle is a single row. The operators on words corresponding to permutations of Sn
are called automorphisms of conjugation in [14].
3.2. Action of the cyclic group Z/NZ on W (R). Recall that N is the length of any R-
LR word (see Section 2.2). If R is a sequence of single-rowed shapes, then the cyclic group
Z/NZ acts on words of content µ by cyclic rotation of positions, leading to the definition
of the cyclage poset on tableaux of content µ [14]. This simple rotation action of Z/NZ on
words, can be extended to the set of R-LR words.
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EXAMPLE 12. The naive action that merely rotates positions does not preserve the set of
R-LR words. It is illustrative to consider the case R = (R1). Write a = µ1 and Y = Y1.
Consider Y and its right circular rotation v, given explicitly by
Y = na . . . 2a1a
v = 1na . . . 2a1a−1.
Clearly v is not R-LR unless n = 1.
The obvious circular rotation must be modified to preserve the R-LR property. Let w = ux
be a word in the alphabet [n] where x is a letter. Let wR0 be the longest permutation in the
Young subgroup of Sn that stabilizes all the intervals Ai . Define
χR(w) = (wR0 x)(wR0 u) (3.1)
where wR0 acts by the automorphism of conjugation (see Theorem 11).
REMARK 13. Suppose w = ux ∈ W (R). Let x ∈ Ai . Then x = min(Ai ), y := wR0 x =
max(Ai ), and wR0 u = sy−1sy−2 . . . sx u. In particular all letters in u in alphabets A j for j 6= i ,
are not changed by wR0 .
If R is a sequence of single-rowed shapes, then all of the intervals Ai = {i} are single
letters, wR0 is the identity permutation, and χR(w) is the right circular rotation of w.
EXAMPLE 14. In Example 12, wR0 is the longest permutation in Sn , y = n, and
u = na(n − 1)a . . . 2a1a−1
wR0 u = (n − 1)na−1(n − 2)(n − 1)a−1 . . . 23a−112a−11a−1.
Observe that χR(w) ∈ W (R).
PROPOSITION 15. Let w = uv where v is a word of length k.
(1) w ∈ W (R) if and only if χkR(w) ∈ W (R).
(2) χkR(uv) = (wR0 v)(wR0 u).
(3) χN is the identity (where N is the length of any word in W (R)) so that χR generates
an action of the cyclic group Z/NZ on W (R).
REMARK 16. By Proposition 15 part 3, the inverse of χR is χN−1R , which by part (2) of
Proposition 15 may be computed as follows. Let w = yv ∈ W (R) where y is a letter. Then
χ−1R (w) = (wR0 v)(wR0 y).
The following result generalizes [14, Theorem 4.6].
THEOREM 17. χτp R ◦ τp = τp ◦ χR as maps W (R)→ W (τp R).
3.3. R-cocyclage. The R-cocyclage poset is defined in terms of various directed graph
structures on LRT(R).
Let S, T ∈ LRT(R). Define a directed graph structure (LRT(R),←R) on the set LRT(R)
with edges denoted S ←R T , if there is a word w ∈ W (R) such that T = P(w) and
S = P(χR(w)). Let ν be a partition of size N − 1, one less than that of any R-LR tableau.
Define the directed graph (LRT(R),←R,ν) with edges S ←R,ν T if S ←R T is given by a
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word w = ux with x a letter, such that ν = shape(P(u)). The graph (LRT(R),←R) is the
union of its subgraphs (LRT(R),←R,ν).
By definition each word w ∈ W (R) induces a relation←R . However, one does not need
to consider all such w. Let w = ux ∈ W (R) induce the relation S ←R T as above. Using
the definition of χR and Theorem 11, one may show that the word P(u)x induces the same
relation. So without loss of generality it may be assumed that u is (the reading word of) a
tableau.
There is an alternative encoding of the data given by such words ux . There is a bijection
from the set of words ux ∈ W (R) such that u is a tableau and x is a letter, to pairs (T, s)
where T ∈ LRT(R) and s is a corner cell of T . Given ux , define T = P(ux) and s =
shape(T )/shape(u). In other words, T is obtained by row inserting the letter x into u, and
s is the newly created cell. Given (T, s) there is a unique word ux of the above form by
Theorem 47. Explicitly, the reverse row insertion on T at the cell s ejects the letter x and
results in the tableau u.
One can also start with S and produce T as follows. Given the pair (S, s′) with S ∈ LRT(R)
and s′ a corner cell of S, there is a unique word x ′u′ such that x ′ is a letter and u′ is a
tableau of shape ν = shape(S) − s′, such that P(x ′u′) = S, by Theorem 47. The word x ′u′
can be computed by the reverse column insertion on S at the cell s′, resulting in the tableau
u′ and ejecting the letter x ′. Then S ←R,ν T where T = P(χ−1R (x ′u′)). By Remark 16,
χ−1R (x ′u′) = ux where u = wR0 u′. By Theorem 11 part 2 for wR0 , u is a tableau of shape ν
and shape(T )/ν is a single cell (call it s).
REMARK 18. In summary, given a pair (T, s) with T ∈ LRT(R) and s a corner cell of T
and writing ν = shape(T )− s, there is a unique tableau S ∈ LRT(R) such that S←R,ν T .
Given a pair (S, s′)with S ∈ LRT(R) and s′ a corner cell of S and writing ν = shape(S)−s′,
there is a unique tableau T ∈ LRT(R) such that S←R,ν T .
One can also start with a pair (T, ν) (resp. (S, ν)) such that the shape of T is obtained from
the partition ν by adding a single cell s (resp. s′).
Suppose S←R,ν T and s = shape(T )/ν lies in East(R) (see Section 2.2). In this case write
S lR,ν T . Finally write S lR T if S lR,ν T for some ν. Let ≤R be the reflexive transitive
closure of the relationlR . It will be shown that (LRT(R),≤R) is a graded poset with covering
relation lR . This is the R-cocyclage poset.
EXAMPLE 19. Let R be as in Example 1. Below is a tableau T ∈ LRT(R) with underlined
corner cell s. Then x = 3 and
T =
1 1 1 3 3 5
2 2 2 4
4 6
7
u =
1 1 1 3 4 5
2 2 2
4 6
7
.
For the given R one has wR0 = s1s3s5s6s5. Then wR0 x = 4 and
wR0 u =
1 1 1 3 3 5
2 2 2
4 6
7
S =
1 1 1 3 3 5
2 2 2
4 4 6
7
.
Since the cell s ∈ East(R) one has SlR T . More specifically, SlR,ν T where ν = (6, 3, 2, 1).
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THEOREM 20. (1) (LRT(R),≤R) is a graded poset with covering relation lR .
(2) An element of LRT(R) is ≤R-minimal if and only if it has exactly width(R) columns. In
particular, if all of the rectangles in R have the same number of columns then there is a
unique ≤R-minimal tableau.
(3) Suppose µ1 = width(R) and T ∈ LRT(R) is ≤R-minimal. Then T consists of the
tableau Y1 sitting atop a tableau T̂ ∈ LRT(R̂) in the alphabet [η1 + 1, n] where R̂ =
(R2, R3, . . . , Rt ).
THEOREM 21. τp is an isomorphism of graded posets
(LRT(R),≤R)→ (LRT(τp R),≤τp R).
THEOREM 22. There is a unique function chargeR : LRT(R)→ N such that:
(C1) If R = ∅, then chargeR(∅) = 0.
(C2) If S lR T for S, T ∈ LRT(R), then chargeR(T ) = chargeR(S)+ 1.
(C3) With the assumptions and notation of Theorem 20 part 3,
chargeR(T ) = chargeR̂(T̂ ).
(C4) chargeτp R(τpT ) = chargeR(T ) for T ∈ LRT(R).
THEOREM 23. The function cR is constant on P-classes and satisfies conditions (C1)
through (C4) of Theorem 22, so that chargeR = cR .
PROPOSITION 24. Let w ∈ W (R). For each τ ∈ St , the last letter of the word τw is in
the i th subalphabet of τ R for some i; let f (τ ) denote this index i . Let N be the set of indices
i ∈ [t] such that f (τ1τ2 . . . τi−1) = 1. Then
cR(w) = cR(χR(w))+ 1− |N |. (3.2)
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 10
The proof follows the suggested outline in [24]. The important difference is that here LR
tableaux are used, as opposed to the R-catabolizable tableaux used in [24]. As in the approach
of Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger for the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials, Theorem 10 is proved
by showing that the right-hand side of (2.5) satisfies the generalized Morris recurrence for
Kλ;R(q) [24], a form of which is given below. Given λ, R, and a permutation τ ∈ W , let
m = η1 (so that R1 = (µm1 )) and define the weights
ξ(τ ) = (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn) := τ−1(λ+ ρ)− ρ
α(τ) := (ξ1 − µ1, . . . , ξm − µ1)
β(τ ) := (ξm+1, . . . , ξn).
Then the generalized Morris recurrence is given by
Kλ;R(q) =
∑
τ∈W
(−1)τq |α(τ)|
∑
ν
Kν,(α(τ),β(τ ))Kν;R̂(q) (4.1)
where Kλ,α is the Kostka number [16, I.6].
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Let S be the set of triples (τ, T,U ) where τ ∈ W , and T and U are tableaux of the same
shape, such that T ∈ LRT(R̂) in the alphabet [m + 1, n] and U has content (β(τ ), α(τ)).
Define a sign and weight on S by
sign(τ, T,U ) = (−1)τ
weight(τ, T,U ) = q |α(τ)|+chargeR̂(T ).
By induction the right-hand side of (4.1) is given by∑
(τ,T,U )∈S
sign(τ, T,U )weight(τ, T,U ). (4.2)
We wish to write the sum (4.2) as the generating function of another signed weighted set
that is more amenable to cancellation. Let T be the set of triples (τ, P, Q) such that τ ∈ W ,
and P and Q are tableaux of the same shape, such that P ∈ LRT(R) and Q has content ξ(τ ).
Define
sign(τ, P, Q) = (−1)τ
weight(τ, P, Q) = qchargeR(P).
We define a sign- and weight-preserving map 8 : S → T as follows.
Given the triple (τ, T,U ) ∈ S, let {ui | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be the sequence of weakly increasing
words such that
P(umum−1 . . . u1unun−1 . . . um+1) = T
Q(um, um−1, . . . , u1, un, . . . , um+1) = U
(see Section 2.3 for the definition of this Q-tableau). Thus the length of the word ui is given
by the i th part of the weight (α(τ), β(τ)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let yi be the word of the same length as ui , such that
χ
|α(τ)|
R̂ (y
n yn−1 . . . y1) = umum−1 . . . u1unun−1 . . . um+1. (4.3)
By Proposition 15 and Theorem 11 forw R̂0 , it follows that each yi is a weakly increasing word
with letters greater than m. Let
vi =
{
iµ1 yi if 1 ≤ i ≤ m
yi if m < i ≤ n. (4.4)
The word vi is weakly increasing since yi is. Note that vi has length ξ(τ )i .
Finally, let P = P(vn . . . v2v1) and Q = Q(vn, vn−1, . . . , v2, v1). Then Q has content
ξ(τ ). Define 8(τ, T,U ) := (τ, P, Q).
EXAMPLE 25. Let n = 8, η = (2, 2, 2, 1, 1), and µ = (3, 3, 3, 3, 3), so that m = 2 and
R = ((3, 3), (3, 3), (3, 3), (3), (3))
R̂ = ((3, 3), (3, 3), (3), (3)).
Let τ = 31254678 and λ = (6, 5, 5, 5, 2, 1, 0, 0) so that ξ(τ ) = (3, 7, 6, 1, 6, 1, 0, 0),
α(τ) = (0, 4) and β(τ) = (6, 1, 6, 1, 0, 0). Let T and U be given by
T =
3 3 3 5 5 7 8
4 4 4 6 8 8
5 6 7 7
6
U =
1 1 1 1 1 1 8
2 3 3 3 3 3
3 8 8 8
4
.
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The words ui are given by u2 = 6677, u1 = u8 = u7 = ∅, u6 = 8, u5 = 445688, u4 = 4,
u3 = 333557. Since
χ−4R̂ (6677////8/445688/4/333557) = //8/446688/4/333567/5577/,
we have v1 = 111, v2 = 2225577, v3 = 333567, v4 = 4, v5 = 446688, v6 = 8, and
v7 = v8 = ∅.
The tableaux P and Q are given by
P =
1 1 1 5 5 5 7 7
2 2 2 6 6 7
3 3 3 8 8
4 4 4
6
8
Q =
1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3
2 2 2 3 3 5
3 3 3 5 5
4 5 5
5
6
.
LEMMA 26. The map 8 : S → T is a sign- and weight-preserving injection.
By Lemma 26 and (4.2), the right-hand side of (4.1) is equal to∑
(τ,P,Q)∈8(S)
sign(τ, P, Q)weight(τ, P, Q). (4.5)
We define a sign-reversing (that is, reversing the sign of its non-fixed points and preserving
the sign of its fixed points) weight-preserving involution θ on the set T . To do this we recall
the notion of a Yamanouchi word. Say that a word is Yamanouchi if the content of each of its
right factors is a partition. Obviously the content of a Yamanouchi word must be a partition.
Let λ be a partition. It is not hard to see that there is a unique Yamanouchi tableau of content
λ, denoted Yλ. Explicitly, the i th row of Yλ consists of λi copies of the letter i for all i .
Let (τ, P, Q) ∈ T .
(1) Suppose Q is Yamanouchi. Then its content ξ(τ ) must be a partition. It follows that τ
is the identity, ξ(τ ) = λ and Q = Yλ. In this case define θ(τ, P, Q) = (τ, P, Q).
(2) If Q is not Yamanouchi, let r + 1 be the rightmost letter in (the row-reading word
of) Q that violates the Yamanouchi property. Define θ(τ, P, Q) = (τ ′, P ′, Q′) where
τ ′ = τ sr , P ′ = P , and Q′ = sr er Q.
θ is an involution on all of T , due to the following easy lemma.
LEMMA 27 ([20, SHIMOZONO]). Suppose the word u is not Yamanouchi. Let r + 1 be the
right-most letter where the Yamanouchi property fails in u. Then the map u 7→ sr er u is an
involution on the set of words that are not Yamanouchi.
EXAMPLE 28. In computing θ(τ, P, Q) = (τ ′, P ′, Q′), the first violation of the
Yamanouchi property in the row-reading word of Q occurs at the cell (1, 8). So r = 2,
τ ′ = 32154678, P ′ = P and
Q′ =
1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3
2 2 2 3 3 5
3 3 3 5 5
4 5 5
5
6
.
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LEMMA 29. θ is a sign-reversing, weight-preserving involution on the subset 8(S) of T .
As was seen before, the fixed points of the restriction of θ to8(S) are the triples (τ, P, Q) ∈
8(S) such that τ is the identity, Q = Yλ, and P ∈ LRT(λ; R). Cancelling down from (4.5)
using θ , we have
Kλ;R(q) = right-hand side of (4.1)
= right-hand side of (4.5)
=
∑
P∈LRT(λ;R)
qchargeR(P),
proving Theorem 10.
5. PROOFS
5.1. R-LR property and proof of Proposition 3. Let α ∈ Nn . Define the tableau key(α) =
P(nαn . . . 2α21α1). Let α+ be the partition obtained by sorting the parts of α. Then key(α) is
the unique tableau of shape α+ and content α. If α is a partition λ then key(λ) = Yλ, the
Yamanouchi tableau of content λ.
If β is a partition, say that the word w is β-Yamanouchi if the word w Yβ is Yamanouchi.
For the skew shape λ/µ and the partitions α and β, let LRT(λ/µ;α, β) be the set of tableaux
of shape λ/µ and content α − β whose row-reading words are β-Yamanouchi.
The following result has a straightforward proof.
PROPOSITION 30. (1) A word is β-Yamanouchi if and only if the number of r-unpaired
letters r + 1 is at most βr − βr+1 for all r .
(2) The β-Yamanouchi property is preserved under the equivalence ∼.
(3) A word u is Yamanouchi of content λ if and only if λ is a partition and u ∼ Yλ.
The following result is easy to show by direct computation and Proposition 30.
PROPOSITION 31. Let Y = Y(an). Suppose u and v words of content α and β respectively.
The following are equivalent.
(1) vu ∼ Y .
(2) α is a partition, α + β = (an), P(u) = key(α) and P(v) = key(β).
Moreover, given Y , if u (or v) is a tableau then it is determined by its shape.
Write LRT(D;α, β) for the set of tableaux of shape D, content α − β, whose row-reading
words are β-Yamanouchi.
THEOREM 32 ([12, LR RULE]). The coefficient
cλµν := 〈sλ , sµsν〉
is equal to the cardinality of the set LRT(λ/µ; ν,∅).
Given the skew shapes D and E , let D ⊗ E denote any skew shape given by the union of a
translate of D and a translate of E such that every cell of D is strictly south and strictly west
of every cell of E . Clearly sD⊗E = sDsE for any skew shapes D and E . By taking D = λ/µ
and E = β one has the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 33. The coefficient
c
λ/µ
α/β := 〈sλ/µ , sα/β〉
is equal to the cardinality of the set LRT(λ/µ;α, β).
PROOF (OF PROPOSITION 3). Using the elementary Knuth transformations (2.2) and (2.3),
one sees that if u ∼ v and B is an interval then u|B ∼ v|B . From this fact it follows imme-
diately that Shuffle(C(t1),C(t2), . . . ) is a union of P-classes. It remains to prove the state-
ment about multiplicities. For any tableau t of shape ν there is a sequence of crystal raising
operators sending t to Yν , for if t is not Yamanouchi then it admits er for some r (see Sec-
tion 3.1). Let Fi be a fixed sequence of crystal raising operators in the alphabet Ai such
that Fi (ti ) = ki := key(λ(i)) in the alphabet Ai . Fi defines a bijection C(ti ) → C(ki ) by
P(Fi (w)) = Fi (P(w)) and Q(Fi (w)) = Q(w); it is well defined by Theorem 11. Since Fi
does not change any letters outside the interval Ai , by applying all the Fi simultaneously one
obtains a bijection F : Shuffle(C(t1),C(t2), . . . )→ Shuffle(C(k1),C(k2), . . . ) that respects
the P-classes and fixes the Q-tableau. In particular, F respects the property of being a tableau
of a given shape. Consequently the desired multiplicities do not change if ti is replaced by
ki for all i . So it may be assumed that ti = ki . Fix a partition λ. Consider the skew shape
D = · · · ⊗ λ(2) ⊗ λ(1). The desired multiplicity cλ
λ(1),λ(2),...
is equal to cλD . Let us realize
D explicitly as a skew shape by D = α/β, indexing the rows of the subshape λ(i) by the
letters of the alphabet Ai . By Corollary 33 applied with µ = ∅, the desired multiplicity is
given by the number of tableaux T of shape λ and content α − β that are β-Yamanouchi.
The β-Yamanouchi property imposes no condition between letters of Ai and Ai+1. Within the
alphabet Ai , by Proposition 30 the above conditions say that T |Ai must have content λ(i) in
the alphabet Ai and have no r -unpaired letters r + 1 for all r ∈ Ai with r 6= max(Ai ). But
this amounts to saying that P(T |Ai ) = ki . Thus T is precisely a tableau of shape λ that is in
Shuffle(C(k1),C(k2), . . . ). 2
5.2. The two rectangle case. Underlying this case is the well-known fact that the expansion
of sR1 sR2 in terms of Schur functions, is multiplicity-free; see [23].
PROPOSITION 34. LRT(λ; (R1, R2)) is either empty or an explicitly described singleton
and |LRT(λ; (R1, R2))| = |LRT(λ; (R2, R1))|.
PROOF. Suppose T ∈ LRT(λ; (R1, R2)). Then T |A1 = Y1 as A1 is an initial interval of the
alphabet. Let v be the subtableau of T − Y1 lying in the first µ1 columns and u the rest of
T −Y1. P(vu) = Y2 since T ∈ LRT(R1, R2). By Proposition 31, v = key(β) and u = key(α)
where β = R2−α. In this way, given λ, the entire tableau T is uniquely determined. The sets
of LR tableaux have the same cardinality by Proposition 3. 2
EXAMPLE 35. Let µ1 = 3, µ2 = 5, η1 = 2, η2 = 3, and λ = (76521). The unique
tableaux in LRT(λ; (R1, R2)) and LRT(λ; (R2, R1)) are given respectively by
1 1 1 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 4 4 4
3 4 5 5 5
4 5
5
1 1 1 1 1 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 5
3 3 3 3 3
4 5
5
.
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PROOF (OF LEMMA 5). By Proposition 34 there is a bijection τ : LRT(R1, R2) → LRT
(R2, R1) that preserves the shape of a tableau. This bijection is unique as both sets of tableaux
are singletons or empty. For w ∈ W (R1, R2) define τ(w) ∈ W (R2, R1) by P(τ (w)) =
τ(P(w)) and Q(τ (w)) = Q(w). The map τ is a well-defined bijection since the Robinson–
Schensted correspondence is bijective and W (R) is a union of P-classes for all R. 2
We state necessary and sufficient conditions that LRT(λ; (R1, R2)) be a singleton. This
formulation is specifically designed to be insensitive to the order of the two rectangles. The
pair of rectangles R = (R1, R2) defines three disjoint regions in N2: the partition diagram
R1 ∪ R2 (the set-theoretic union of the sets of cells given by the Ferrers diagrams of R1 and
R2), the northeast region NE(R), consisting of the cells (r, c) such that r ≤ min(η1, η2) and
c > max(µ1, µ2), and the southwest region SW(R), consisting of the cells (r, c) such that
r > max(η1, η2) and c ≤ min(µ1, µ2). Clearly for the reversed sequence R′ = (R2, R1) one
has NE(R′) = NE(R) and SW(R′) = SW(R).
The next two results are straightforward consequences of the proof of Proposition 34; their
proofs are omitted.
PROPOSITION 36. LRT(λ; (R1, R2)) is a singleton if and only if:
(1) R1 ∪ R2 ⊂ λ ⊂ R1 ∪ R2 ∪ NE(R) ∪ SW(R).
(2) The shapes λne := λ ∩ NE(R) and λsw := λ ∩ SW(R) are complementary inside the
rectangle R1 ∩ R2 in the sense that both are contained in R1 ∩ R2, and if R1 ∩ R2 is
skewed by the removal of one, then the resulting shape is the 180 degree rotation of the
other.
LEMMA 37. Let R = (R1, R2), S, T ∈ LRT(R) such that S ←R,ν T with ν a fixed
partition. Then the shape λ of T determines the shape ρ of S and vice versa. More precisely,
let s = λ/ν and s′ = ρ/ν. With this notation and that of Proposition 36,
(1) If s ∈ NE(R) then s′ ∈ SW(R), ρne = λne − s, and x ∈ A2.
(2) If s ∈ SW(R) then s′ ∈ NE(R), ρsw = λsw − s, and x ∈ A1.
(3) If s ∈ R1 ∪ R2 then s′ = s and ρ = λ. If s ∈ R1 and s 6∈ R2 then x ∈ A1. If s ∈ R2 and
s 6∈ R1 then x ∈ A2. (The corner cell s cannot be in R1 ∩ R2.)
5.3. Proof of Theorem 8.
PROOF. All will be proven here except the part of (A3) given by the braid relation
τpτp+1τp = τp+1τpτp+1, which is proven later using induction on height in the R-cocyclage
poset.
Two more facts are proven along the way:
(A6) For any skew shape D, w ∈ W (R) is the row-reading word of a skew tableau of shape
D if and only if τpw is.
(A7) If v ∼ w are in W (R) then τpv ∼ τpw are in W (τp R).
(A7) shows that τp : W (R) → W (τp R) is well-defined. It restricts to a map τp :
LRT(λ; R)→ LRT(λ; τp R) due to (A6) using the shape λ.
(A1) follows from (A7).
(A2) One may reduce to the two rectangle case by the definition of τp and by applying
Lemma 43 to the interval Ap ∪ Ap+1. But in that case Q(τpw) = Q(w) by definition.
(A3) The relation τ 2p = 1 follows immediately from the definitions and Proposition 34. Let
1 ≤ p, q ≤ t − 1 with |p − q| > 1. Then τpτq = τqτp is also obvious from the definitions,
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as τp and τq alter disjoint sets of positions in a word. The proof of the braid relation is left for
later.
(A4) Write σ for any composition of operators τp such that {p, p+1} ⊂ I . By the definition
of τp, letters not in J are not changed by σ .
(A5) By definition one reduces to the two rectangle case and then again to the case of tableau
words. Since Rp = Rp+1, LRT(λ; (Rp, Rp+1)) = LRT(λ; (Rp+1, Rp)) and is a singleton or
empty by Proposition 34. Evidently τp : LRT(λ; (Rp, Rp+1))→ LRT(λ; (Rp+1, Rp)) must
be the identity.
(A6) is a consequence of (A2) and Theorem 47.
(A7) Since W (R) is a union of P-classes, let v ∼ w ∈ W (R) be an elementary Knuth
transformation. The following Lemma deals with the case (2.2).
LEMMA 38. Suppose v = t yxzu ∈ W (R), w = t yzxu, and x < y ≤ z are letters. Then
there exist words t ′ and u′ of the same lengths as t and u respectively, and letters x ′ < y′ ≤ z′
such that
τpv = t ′y′x ′z′u′ and τpw = t ′y′z′x ′u′
PROOF. Let B = Ap ∪ Ap+1 = A′p ∪ A′p+1. Suppose x 6∈ B. Then the removal of x from v
and w results in an identical word v′. By the definition of τp, this letter x remains unchanged
in passing from v to τpv (and from w to τpw). But after removing x from τpv and τpw
one obtains the identical word τpv′. It follows that τpv and τpw have the desired form with
x ′ = x . It remains to show that x ′ < y′ ≤ z′. If y ∈ B then so is y′, and if y 6∈ B then y′ = y.
Either way, since x < y and x 6∈ B it follows that x ′ < y′. Now Q(t yzxu) = Q(t ′y′z′x ′u′)
by (A2). By Proposition 42, since y ≤ z, one also has y′ ≤ z′.
A similar argument works if z 6∈ B. So it may assumed that x ∈ B and z ∈ B. Since B is
an interval and x < y ≤ z, y ∈ B as well. By restricting to the interval B one may reduce to
the case R = (Rp, Rp+1). Then Q(τpv) = Q(v) and Q(τpw) = Q(w), so two applications
of Lemma 49 show that the words τpv and τpw have the desired form. 2
Consider the other kind of elementary Knuth transformation (2.3) with v = t xzyu and
w = t zxyu and x ≤ y < z. As above one may reduce to the two-rectangle case. Let [n]∗ be
the dual alphabet to [n], that is, the one with the same underlying set but the opposite total
order. As in [3, Section A.1] for a word w = w1w2 . . . wN define w∗ = w∗N . . . w∗2w∗1 . By
examining elementary Knuth transformations one sees that w 7→ w∗ is an anti-isomorphism
of the monoid of words in [n] to that of words in [n]∗, which preserves P-classes. Using
(R2, R1), one may choose the underlying alphabet to be [n]∗ instead of [n] and the subinterval
for Ri to be A∗i for i = 1, 2. It follows that w ∈ W (R1, R2) if and only if w∗ ∈ W (R2, R1)
with the above alphabet. Moreover, v∗ = u∗y∗z∗x∗t∗ and w∗ = u∗y∗x∗z∗t∗ and z∗ < y∗ ≤
x∗. By the above lemma and using the map w 7→ w∗, one obtains (A7) for the second kind of
elementary Knuth transformation.
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5.4. Proof of Proposition 15.
REMARK 39. Let w be a word of content γ (R) (see (2.1)), which is the content of any
word in W (R).
(1) For each 1 ≤ j ≤ t , the set of positions occupied by the letters of A j in χkR(w) are
rotated cyclically to the right k positions from the corresponding set of positions in w,
by Theorem 8(A4) applied to wR0 .(2) Let w = ux with x ∈ Ai . If j 6= i , then the letters of A j just move to the right by one
position in passing from w to χR(w), by part 1 and Theorem 8(A4) for wR0 .(3) Let B = Ai ∪ Ai+1 ∪ · · · A j and w = uv where v has length k. Say v|B has length k′.
Then
χkR(uv)|B = χk
′
R (u|B v|B).
This follows from the case k = 1, where part 2 applies.
PROOF (OF PROPOSITION 15). Letw ∈ W (R). For part 1, it suffices to prove that χR(w) ∈
W (R) since part 3 yields χ−1R = χN−1R . Write w = ux with x ∈ Ai say. For j 6= i ,
χR(w)|A j = w|A j ∼ Y j by Remark 39 and the fact that w ∈ W (R). For j = i , χR(w)|Ai =
χR(w|Ai ). Thus it may be assumed that R = (R1). Let R1 = (an), so that Y = Y1 and
wR0 = w0 is the longest element in Sn . For this it suffices to let uv ∈ W (R1) and show
that (w0v)(w0u) ∈ W (R1). Let α and β be the contents of u and v, respectively. By Propo-
sition 31, β is a partition, P(v) = key(β), and P(u) = key(α) where α = (an) − β. By
Proposition 31 and the definition of key tableau,
P((w0v)(w0u)) = P((w0key(β))(w0key(α))
= P(key(w0β)key(w0α))
= key((an)).
Note that part 2 holds by definition when k = 1. In light of Remark 39 part 1, it is enough
to show that
χkR(uv)|Ai = ((wR0 v)(wR0 u))|Ai
for all i . Fix i . Let k′ be the length of v|Ai . Then by Remark 39 part 3,
χkR(uv)|Ai = χk
′
R ((u|Ai v|Ai )).
Thus we have reduced to the case that R = (R1). Let R1 = (an), Y = Y1, and w0 = wR0 . By
the bijectivity of the Robinson–Schensted correspondence it is enough to show that χkR(uv)
and (w0v)(w0u) have the same P tableaux and the same Q tableaux. By part 1 and its proof,
both words have P tableau equal to Y .
Let Q = Q(w) = Q(uv), Q′ = Q((w0v)(w0u)) and Q′′ = Q(χkR(uv)). It remains to
show that Q′ = Q′′. All these tableaux are of the same rectangular shape as Y as they all
record the insertion of words that are P-equivalent to Y . Let N = k+ l be the number of cells
in Q. In light of Lemma 50, it is enough to show that Q′ = prk(Q) and Q′′ = prk1(Q). Let
T + j denote the tableau whose entries are obtained from those of T by adding the integer j .
We have
P(Q|[l+1,l+k])− l = Q(v) = Q(w0v) = Q′|[k]
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by Lemma 45, Theorem 11 for w0, and the definition of Q-tableau. Also
P(Q′|[k+1,k+l])− k = Q(w0u) = Q(u) = Q|[l].
It follows that Q′ = prk(Q). To show that Q′′ = prk1(Q), it suffices to show that Q(χR(w)) =
pr1(Q). But the above argument with k = 1 proves this. 2
5.5. Proofs of Theorems 17 and 21.
PROOF (OF THEOREM 17). Write τ = τp. First it is shown that Theorem 17 is equivalent
to the statement that if S, T ∈ LRT(R), then
S←R,ν T implies τ S←τ R,ν τT . (5.1)
To show this equivalence, let w = ux ∈ W (R) with x a letter, T = P(w), S = P(χR(w)),
ν = shape(P(u)). Then S ←R,ν T . Let τ(ux) = vy with y a letter. By Theorem 8(A2),
Q(vy) = Q(ux). By the definition of recording tableau Q(v) = Q(u) and shape(P(v)) =
shape(P(u)) = ν. By the definition of←,
P(χτ R(vy))←τ R,ν P(vy). (5.2)
Suppose first that Theorem 17 holds. Then
τ S = τ P(χR(w)) = P(τχR(w)) = P(χτ R(τw))←τ R,ν P(τw) = τ P(w) = τT
by Theorems 8(A1), 17, and Eqn. (5.2).
Conversely, suppose that (5.1) holds. It will be shown that χτ R(τw) and τχR(w) have the
same P-tableaux and same Q-tableaux. By (5.1), τ S ←τ R,ν τT . Combining this with (5.2)
and applying Remark 18, it follows that P(χτ R(τw)) = τ S. In other words, χτ R(τw) and
τχR(w) have the same P-tableau. From this it follows that their Q-tableaux have the same
shape. Since Q(τχR(w)) = Q(χR(w)) by Theorem 8(A2), it is enough to show that
Q(χR(w)) = Q(χτ R(τw)). (5.3)
Now χτ R(τw) = (wτ R0 y)(wτ R0 v) and χR(w) = (wR0 x)(wR0 u). By Lemma 46, it suffices to
show that Q(wτ R0 v) = Q(wR0 u). But this follows from Theorem 11 and the above computa-
tion that Q(v) = Q(u).
For the proof of Theorem 17, one may reduce to the case that R has two rectangles using
Remark 39 and the definition of τ . So assume that R = (R1, R2). At this point it is easier
to prove (5.1). Let S ←R,ν T , λ = shape(T ), and ρ = shape(S). Since R has only two
rectangles, by Lemma 37 the pair (λ, ν) determines ρ. On the other hand, by (5.2) S′ =
P(χτ R(τw)) ←τ R,ν τT . It remains to show that S′ = τ S. Since both S′ and τ S are in
LRT(τ R), it is enough to show they have the same shape, by Proposition 34. But shape(τT ) =
shape(T ) = λ and τ R = (R2, R1), so by Lemma 37 it follows that shape(S′) = shape(S) =
shape(τ S). 2
PROOF (OF THEOREM 21). By definition τp is an involution that preserves the shapes of
tableaux. The Theorem follows from (5.1), since the same cells induce the← edges on both
T and τpT . 2
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5.6. Proof of Theorem 20.
LEMMA 40. Suppose uyxz ∈ W (R) with x < y ≤ z letters, so that uyxz ∼ uyzx is an
elementary Knuth transformation. Then χ3R(uyxz) ∼ χ3R(uyzx).
PROOF. We have
χ3R(uyxz) = (wR0 yxz)(wR0 u) ∼ (wR0 yzx)(wR0 u) = χ3R(uyzx)
by Theorem 8(A1) for wR0 applied to yxz ∼ yzx and Proposition 15. 2
PROOF (OF THEOREM 20). First it is shown that (LRT(R),≤R) is a poset. It is enough to
define a transitive relation ≺ on LRT(R) which has no infinite chains S1  S2  S3  · · · ,
such that if S lR T then S ≺ T . Let n j (T ) be number of letters of T |A j in the first µ j
columns. Say that S ≺ T if there is an index i such that n j (S) = n j (T ) for all j < i but
ni (S) > ni (T ). Clearly ≺ has no infinite descending chains. Let S lR T with notation s,
u, and x as in Remark 18. Let x ∈ Ai , say. Write χR(ux) = x ′u′ with x ′ a letter. Then
x = min(Ai ), x ′ = max(Ai ) and u′ = wR0 u is a tableau. For j < i one has
n j (T ) = n j (u) = n j (u′) = n j (S).
The first equality holds since T and u agree in the first width(R) (and therefore µ j ) columns,
since the bumping path of the row insertion of x into u proceeds strictly south and weakly
west (see [3, Section 1.1]) and ends at the cell s ∈ East(R). The second equality holds since
no letters in the interval A j are changed in passing from u to u′, by Remark 13. The third
equality holds since the restrictions of S = P(x ′u′) and u′ to the initial interval A1 ∪ · · · ∪ A j
coincide, as x ′ ∈ Ai is strictly greater than any letter in A j . Also
ni (T ) = ni (u) = ni (u′) = ni (S)− 1.
The first equality holds as above. The second follows from the fact that the letters of u|Ai and
u′|Ai occur in the same positions in u and u′, by Remark 13 and Theorem 8(A4) applied to
wR0 and I = {i}. For the third, recall that S is obtained from u′ by the column insertion of the
letter x ′. Let B be the initial interval A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ai . Now x ′, being the maximum letter of B,
only bumps other copies of x ′ in u′|B . By explicit calculation P(x ′u′)|B is obtained from u′|B
by adjoining the letter x ′ to the bottom of the first column of u′|B that does not contain the
letter x ′. This puts another letter of Ai into the first µi columns. So ni (S) = ni (u′) + 1 and
S ≺ T .
This proves that (LRT(R),≤R) is a poset.
For part 2, let T ∈ LRT(R). If T has more than width(R) columns, then it has a corner cell
s ∈ East(R). By Remark 18 it admits a relation T ′ lR T . Therefore there is a saturated chain
in ≤R from T down to an element min(T ) ∈ LRT(R) that has width(R) columns. For part 3,
note that for any T ∈ LRT(R), T |A1 = Y1. If T is minimal it must consist of Y1 atop a tableau
T̂ . By definition T̂ ∈ LRT(R̂).
To prove that LRT(R) is graded, it is enough to show (G1) and (G2) below.
(G1) For any T ∈ LRT(R) there is a unique ≤R-minimal tableau (call it min(T )) such that
min(T ) ≤R T .
(G2) Any saturated chain from T down to min(T ) has the same length.
(G3) Suppose T1 lR T and T2 lR T with T1 6= T2. Then there is a tableau T3 with saturated
chains of length two from Ti down to T3 for i = 1, 2.
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It is a simple matter to prove (G1) and (G2) simultaneously by induction on ≤R assuming
(G3). Let us prove (G3).
The construction of the tableau T3 uses an analogue of [14, Lemma 2.13].
Let s1, s2 ∈ East(R) be the two corner cells of the shape of T ∈ LRT(λ; R) that induce the
relations T1lR T and T2lR T . Without loss of generality assume that s1 is strictly north and
strictly east of s2. Let ui xi be the word given by Remark 18 for Ti lR T with starting cell
si . Let s3 ∈ East(R) be a corner cell of the shape λ − {s1, s2} such that s2 is strictly south
and weakly west of s3 and s1 is strictly east and weakly north of s3. Performing successive
reverse row insertions on T at the cells s1, then s2, then s3, let V be the resulting tableau with
ejected letters z, then x , then y. Doing the same thing except using the order s2, then s1, then
s3, let V ′ be the resulting tableau with ejected letters x ′, then z′, then y′. By Lemma 49 we
have V = V ′ and y′ = y, z′ = z and x ′ = x with x < y ≤ z, and T ∼ V yxz ∼ V yzx .
Let T3 = P(χ3R(V yxz)) = P(χ3R(V yzx)); the latter equality holds by Lemma 40. There are
saturated chains
P((χ3R(V yxz))lR P((χ
2
R(V yxz))lR P((χR(V yxz)) = T1 lR P(V yxz)
P((χ3R(V yzx))lR P((χ
2
R(V yzx))lR P((χR(V yzx)) = T2 lR P(V yzx)
where both left-hand tableaux are T3 and both right-hand tableaux are T . The fact that the
cells producing these covering relations lie in East(R), is a consequence of Lemma 48. 2
5.7. Proof of Theorem 8(A3). With the poset structure in place, the braid relation τpτp+1τp
= τp+1τpτp+1 can be proven without difficulty.
PROOF. Let B = Ap ∪ Ap+1 ∪ Ap+2. Consider the operators τpτp+1τp and τp+1τpτp+1.
By Theorem 8(A4) both do not disturb the letters outside the interval B, so by restriction to
B, it may be assumed that R = (R1, R2, R3) and p = 1. By Theorem 8(A1) and (A2) and
the bijectivity of the Robinson–Schensted correspondence, it is enough to check the equality
of the two operators on T ∈ LRT(λ; R). Using the fact that τ1 and τ2 are involutions, R may
be reordered so that µ1 is the largest among the µi . Proceeding by induction on height in the
poset LRT(R) with order ≤R and using Theorems 20 and 21, it may be assumed that T is
minimal, that is, T has exactly µ1 columns. Using Example 7 it is easy to see that τ1 and τ2
satisfy the braid relation on T . 2
5.8. Proof of Proposition 24.
PROOF. Observe that
di,R(w) = di,τi R(τiw) (5.4)
since τi preserves shape by Theorem 8. Consider first the case that t = 2, that is, R =
(R1, R2). Let R′ = τ1 R. Then
2!(cR(w)− cR(χR(w))) = dR(w)− dR(χR(w))+ dR′(τ1w)− dR′(χR′(τ1w))
= 2(dR(w)− dR(χR(w))) (5.5)
by definition, Theorem 17, and (5.4). The values of dR(w) and dR(χR(w)) are determined
by the shapes of the two-rectangle LR tableaux P(w) and P(χR(w)). By Lemma 37 and
Theorem 17 it follows that
dR(w)− dR(χR(w)) =

1 if f (id) = f (τ1) = 2
−1 if f (id) = f (τ1) = 1
0 otherwise.
(5.6)
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For general R the proof of (5.5) yields
t !(cR(w)− cR(χR(w))) =
∑
τ∈St
t−1∑
i=1
(t − i)(di,τ R(τw)− di,τ R(χτ R(τw))). (5.7)
The generalization of (5.6) is
di,τ R(τw)− di,τ R(χτ R(τw)) =

1 if f (τ ) = f (τiτ) = i + 1
−1 if f (τ ) = f (τiτ) = i
0 otherwise.
(5.8)
Suppose first that f (τ ) 6∈ {i, i + 1}, that is, the last letter of τw is not in the union B of the
i th and (i + 1)th subalphabets for τ R. Then (χR(τw))|B = (τw)|B and the left-hand side
of (5.8) is zero. If f (τ ) ∈ {i, i + 1}, then one can deduce (5.8) using the formula (5.6) for the
two-rectangle case. This proves (5.8).
As by-product of the above calculation we obtain
f (τiτ) ∈ { f (τ ), τi f (τ )} (5.9)
for any τ ∈ St and 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1.
For a statement P let χ(P) be 1 if P holds and 0 otherwise. Define
1c( f ) :=
∑
τ∈St
t−1∑
i=1
(t − i)(χ( f (τ ) = f (τiτ) = i + 1)− χ( f (τ ) = f (τiτ) = i)).
By (5.7) and (5.8),
1c( f ) = t !(cR(w)− cR(χR(w))).
To compute1c( f ), it is convenient to replace f by a simpler function f ′ such that1c( f ′) =
1c( f ). Suppose f has maximum value M + 1 for 1 < M < t . Define
f ′(τ ) =
{
f (τ ) if f (τ ) 6= M + 1
M if f (τ ) = M + 1.
By definition one has the equality of inverse images
f −1(i) = ( f ′)−1(i) if i 6∈ {M,M + 1}. (5.10)
We have
1c( f )−1c( f ′)
=
t−1∑
i=1
(t − i)
∑
τ∈St
(χ( f (τ ) = f (τiτ) = i + 1)− χ( f ′(τ ) = f ′(τiτ) = i + 1)
− χ( f (τ ) = f (τiτ) = i)+ χ( f ′(τ ) = f ′(τiτ) = i)).
(5.11)
The summand is zero unless {i, i+1}∩{M,M+1} 6= ∅ or equivalently i ∈ {M−1,M,M+1}.
For i ∈ [t − 1], let Yi,τ be the inner summand of (5.11). Then
YM−1,τ = χ( f (τ ) = f (τM−1τ) = M)− χ( f ′(τ ) = f ′(τM−1τ) = M)
= χ( f (τ ) = f (τM−1τ) = M)− χ( f (τ ) = f (τM−1τ ∈ {M,M + 1}))
= −χ( f (τ ) = M + 1)
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by (5.10), the definition of f ′ and (5.9), and (5.9) again. We have
YM,τ = χ( f (τ ) = f (τMτ) = M + 1)− χ( f (τ ) = f (τMτ) = M)
+ χ( f ′(τ ) = f ′(τMτ) = M)
= χ( f (τ ) = f (τMτ) = M + 1)− χ( f (τ ) = f (τMτ) = M)
+ χ({ f (τ ), f (τMτ)} ⊆ {M,M + 1})
= 2χ( f (τ ) = f (τMτ) = M + 1)+ χ({ f (τ ), f (τMτ)} = {M,M + 1})
by the fact that f ′ has maximum value M , the definition of f ′, and considering the four cases
for values of f (τ ) and f (τMτ) in the set {M,M + 1}. We have
YM+1,τ = −χ( f (τ ) = f (τM+1τ) = M + 1)
= −χ( f (τ ) = M + 1))
by (5.9) since f has maximum value M + 1 and f ′ has maximum value M . Define
S0 = {τ ∈ St | f (τ ) = f (τMτ) = M + 1}
S1 = {τ ∈ St | f (τ ) = M + 1 and f (τMτ) = M}.
Note that f −1(M + 1) is the disjoint union of S0 and S1, and there is a bijection τ 7→ τMτ
between S1 and the set
{τ ∈ St | f (τ ) = M and f (τMτ) = M + 1}.
Putting the above calculations together we have
1c( f )−1c( f ′) = −(t − (M − 1))| f −1(M + 1)| + (t − M)(2|S0| + 2|S1|)
− (t − (M + 1))| f −1(M + 1)| = 0.
In this calculation, the only property of f that was used was (5.9). Furthermore it is easy to
check that f ′ satisfies (5.9) and ( f ′)−1(1) = f −1(1). Repeating this construction, we obtain
a function h : St → [t] that has maximum value 2 and satisfies 1c(h) = 1c( f ), (5.9), and
h−1(1) = f −1(1). Let us explicitly calculate 1c(h). Let ni j be the number of τ ∈ St such
that h(τ ) = i and h(τ1τ) = j . Then we have
t ! = n11 + n12 + n21 + n22
n21 = n12
n11 + n12 = |h−1(1)| = | f −1(1)|
n21 + n22 = |h−1(2)| = t ! − | f −1(1)|.
Since h has maximum value 2, the condition h(τ ) = h(τ2τ) = 2 is equivalent to h(τ ) = 2.
Then
1c( f ) = 1c(h)
= −(t − 1)n11 + (t − 1)n22 − (t − 2)(n21 + n22)
= −(t − 1)n11 − (t − 2)n12 + n22
= −(t − 1)n11 − (t − 2)n12 + (t ! − n11 − 2n12)
= t ! − t n11 − t n12
= t ! − t | f −1(1)|
= t ! − t ! |N |.
The last equality follows from the fact that for 1 ≤ i ≤ t the elements τ1τ2 . . . τi−1 form a
system of coset representatives of (S1× St−1)\St and f −1(1) is a union of the corresponding
cosets, each of which has cardinality (t − 1)! by (5.9). 2
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5.9. Proof of Theorem 23.
PROOF. To show that cR is constant on P-classes it is enough to show that w 7→ di,τ R(τw)
is, where τ ∈ St acts on w by a composite of τp’s. Write R′1 and R′2 for (τ R)i and (τ R)i+1
and B the union of the i th and (i + 1)th alphabets for τ R. Recall that
di,τ R(τw) = dR′1,R′2((τw)|B).
Suppose P(v) = P(w) with v,w ∈ W (R). Then P(τv) = P(τw) by Theorem 8 (A1). Since
B is an interval, P((τv)|B) = P((τw)|B), and the map di,τ R depends only on this P tableau.
(C1) certainly holds for cR . For (C2), in light of Proposition 24, it is enough to show that
the set N is empty. Let S lR T with the notation w = ux and s as in Remark 18. Since
s ∈ East(R) it follows that x came from a cell of T in East(R). This means x 6∈ A1, since
T |A1 = Y1 lies entirely in the first µ1 columns, and µ1 ≤ width(R). The same argument
shows that for any permutation τ ∈ St , the reverse row insertion on τT at s ejects a number
that cannot be in the first subalphabet of τ R. This shows N is empty, proving (C2).
(C3) For τ ∈ St , define σ ∈ St−1 by
σ(i) =
{
τ(i + 1) if τ(i + 1) < τ(1)
τ (i + 1)− 1 if τ(i + 1) > τ(1).
There is a bijection τ ↔ (σ, τ (1)). By Example 7 and Proposition 36,
di,τ R(τT ) =

di,σ R̂(σ T̂ ) if 1 ≤ i ≤ τ(1)− 2
0 if i ∈ {τ(1)− 1, τ (1)}
di−1,σ R̂(σ T̂ ) if τ(1)+ 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1.
Let j = τ(1) (and d0 = 0). Then
t ! cR(T ) =
∑
τ∈St
t−1∑
i=1
(t − i) di,τ R(τT )
=
∑
σ∈St−1
t∑
j=1
( j−2∑
i=1
(t − i) di,σ R̂(σ T̂ )+
t−1∑
i= j+1
(t − i) di−1,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
)
=
∑
σ∈St−1
t∑
j=1
( j−2∑
i=1
(t − i) di,σ R̂(σ T̂ )+
t−2∑
i= j
(t − i − 1) di,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
)
=
∑
σ∈St−1
t∑
j=1
( j−2∑
i=1
di,σ R̂(σ T̂ )− (t − j) d j−1,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
+
t−2∑
i=1
(t − i − 1) di,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
)
= t ! cR̂(T̂ )+
∑
σ∈St−1
(
−
t−1∑
j=1
(t − j) d j−1,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
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+
∑
1≤i< j≤t−1
di,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
)
= t ! cR̂(T̂ )+
∑
σ∈St−1
(
−
t−2∑
j=1
(t − j − 1) d j,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
+
∑
1≤i≤t−2
(t − i − 1) di,σ R̂(σ T̂ )
)
= t ! cR̂(T̂ ).
(C4) holds by the definition of cR . 2
5.10. Proof of Theorem 22. For the induction, given R = (R1, . . . , Rt ), say that (i, j) is an
inversion of R if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t and µi < µ j .
PROOF. Existence is given by Theorem 23. For uniqueness, the proof proceeds by induction
on cR , then on the number of inversions of R, and then on the number t of rectangles in R.
Suppose T is not ≤R-minimal; let S lR T . In the proof of Theorem 23 it was shown that
cR(S) = cR(T )− 1. Then
chargeR(T ) = chargeR(S)+ 1 = cR(S)+ 1 = cR(T ),
by axiom (C2), induction on cR , and Theorem 23.
So it may be assumed that T is ≤R-minimal.
Next suppose R has an inversion. Then it has an inversion of the form (p, p + 1). Observe
that τp R has one less inversion than R does. Then
chargeR(T ) = chargeτp R(τpT ) = cτp R(τpT ) = cR(T )
by (C4), induction on the number of inversions, and Theorem 23.
So it may be assumed that R has no inversions.
In this case µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µt . Then
chargeR(T ) = chargeR̂(T̂ ) = cR̂(T̂ ) = cR(T )
by (C3), induction on t , and Theorem 23. 2
5.11. Proofs of Lemmas for Theorem 10.
PROOF (OF LEMMA 26). Let (w, T,U ) ∈ S and 8(w, T,U ) = (w, P, Q). First it must
be shown that (w, P, Q) ∈ T , that is, P ∈ LRT(R). Let d = |α(τ)|. By assumption T ∈
W (R̂). Since u := um . . . u1un . . . um+1 satisfies P(u) = T , u ∈ W (R̂) as W (R̂) is a union
of P-classes. Then uY1 ∈ W (R) as it is in the shuffle of Y1 and u ∈ W (R̂). By (4.3) one has
y′ := χ−dR (uY1) = yn . . . ym+1Y1 ym . . . y1. (5.12)
Since W (R) is stable under χR it contains y′. By a direct computation one has
Y1 ym . . . y1 = mµ1 . . . 1µ1 ym . . . y1 ∼ mµ1 ym . . . 1µ1v1 = vm . . . v1. (5.13)
Adjoining the word yn . . . ym+1 = vn . . . vm+1 to the left of the words in (5.13), it is seen that
y′ ∼ vn · · · v1 ∼ P so that P ∈ W (R).
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This proves that 8 is well-defined.
By definition8 is injective, being a composition of injective maps.8 is sign-preserving by
definition.
To show that 8 is weight-preserving, it suffices to show that each of the d instances of the
operator χR (or rather χ−1R ) in (5.12), induces a covering relation with respect to the partial
order ≤R . More precisely, let
Wi := P(χ iR(yn . . . ym+1Y1 ym . . . y1))
for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. It must be shown that Wi+1 lR Wi for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1.
Fix 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1. Write
uxv = yn . . . ym+1Y1 ym . . . y1
where v has length i and x is a letter. Also write wR0 ux = u′x ′ and wR0 v = v′. By Propo-
sition 15 Wi = χ iR(uxv) = v′u′x ′. It is enough to show that the cell s = shape(P(v′u′x ′))
/shape (P(v′u′)) lies in East(R). By Lemma 48 it is enough to show that the cell s′ = shape
(P(u′x ′))/shape(P(u′)) lies in East(R). Note that s′ = shape(Q(u′x ′))/shape(Q(u′)). Now
Q(u′x ′) = Q(wR0 ux) = Q(ux) by Theorem 8(A2) for wR0 . By the definition of recording
tableau it follows that s′ = shape(Q(ux))/shape(Q(u)) = shape(P(ux))/shape(P(u)).
Now u is a left factor of yn . . . ym+1Y1 ym . . . y1 that contains Y1. Write u = yn . . . ym+1Y1w.
By Lemma 48 it suffices to show that the cell s′′ given by the difference of the shapes of
P(Y1wx)) and P(Y1w), lies in East(R). Each of the words yi is a weakly increasing word
consisting of letters that are strictly greater than those in the tableau Y1. By Proposition 42
it follows that the tableau P(Y1 ym . . . y1) has at most m rows and consists of the tableaux
Y1 and P(ym . . . y1) sitting side by side. In particular, all of the cells in the difference of the
shapes of P(Y1 ym . . . y1) and Y1 lie in East(R), which implies that s′′ ∈ East(R). 2
PROOF (OF LEMMA 29). By definition θ is sign-reversing and weight-preserving on all of
T . By Lemma 27 θ is an involution. It remains to show that θ stabilizes the set 8(S). Let
(w, P, Q) ∈ 8(S) and θ(w, P, Q) = (w′, P ′, Q′). It may be assumed that (w, P, Q) is not
a fixed point of θ . Let v′ be to (P ′, Q′) as v is to (P, Q) in the definition of 8. It is enough to
show that
v′i starts with the subword iµ1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m (5.14)
since the other steps in the map 8 are invertible by definition.
Consider the application of Lemma 52 (see Section 6.4) to Q and Q′ = sr er Q. For i 6∈
{r, r + 1} one has v′i = vi so that (5.14) holds. This covers the case r > m. Suppose that
r < m. Since vr = rµ1 yr and vr+1 = (r + 1)µ1 yr+1 where all the letters of yr and yr+1 are
strictly greater than m, it follows that
P(v′r+1v′r )|[r,r+1] = P(vr+1vr )|[r,r+1] = (r + 1)µ1rµ1 .
This, together with the fact that v′r+1 and v′r are weakly increasing words, implies that all of
the letters r + 1 must precede all of the letters r in the word v′r+1v′r , that is, (5.14) holds for
i ∈ {r, r + 1}.
The remaining case is r = m. As noted above, (5.14) holds for i = r + 1. It must be shown
for i = r . One has vr = rµ1 yr = mµ1 ym and vr+1 = yr+1 = ym+1.
Let V (resp. V ′) be the (skew) tableau whose first and second rows are vr and vr+1 (resp.
v′r and v′r+1), such that the number of columns of size two is maximized. By Lemma 52 it
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follows that V ′ can be obtained from V by a jeu-de-taquin [3, Appendix A.3] that slides a
certain number of ‘holes’ from one row of V to the other. Suppose v′r+1 is not longer than
vr+1. This means that in passing from V to V ′, some number of holes go from the first row of
V to the second. In particular, every letter in the first row of V , stays there in passing to V ′.
Consequently (5.14) holds for i = r . Otherwise v′r+1 is longer than vr+1. This means that to
compute V ′ some positive number of holes go from the second row of V to the first. It must
be shown that none of these holes exchange with a letter r = m. Consider the leftmost hole,
the cell just to the right of the last cell in the second row of V . By the construction of V , this
hole must eventually move vertically into the first row, say in column c. It is easily seen that
the rest of the holes must move into the first row in columns strictly to the right of the cth. So
to prove (5.14) for i = r it suffices to show that this leftmost hole exchanges vertically with
a letter not equal to r . Suppose not. Since all the letters of the second row of V are strictly
greater than r = m, V must be a tableau (of partition shape) and c = 1. By Lemma 51, all the
letters r+1 are matched in the computation of the r -string of Q, contradicting the assumption
that Q admits er . 2
EXAMPLE 41. In the running example, r = m = 2. One has v′i = vi for i 6∈ {2, 3},
v′2 = 22255 and v′3 = 33356777. In this example, two holes must slide from the second row
of V to the first. The tableaux V and V ′ are given below with the leftmost hole indicated by
the symbol ∗.
V = 2 2 2 5 5 7 73 3 3 5 6 7 ∗
V ′ = 2 2 2 5 53 3 3 5 6 7 7 7.
6. SCHENSTED MISCELLANY
This section is the repository for some well-known (or should be well-known) facts regard-
ing the Robinson–Schensted–Knuth correspondence.
6.1. Pieri’s rule.
PROPOSITION 42. Let w = w1w2 . . . wN . Then
(1) If wi ≤ wi+1 then i + 1 is strictly east and weakly north of i in Q(w).
(2) If wi > wi+1 then i + 1 is strictly south and weakly west of i in Q(w).
6.2. Recording tableaux.
LEMMA 43. Suppose u and v are words and B an interval such that Q(u|B) = Q(v|B),
and u and v agree at all positions containing letters not in B. Then Q(u) = Q(v).
LEMMA 44. Suppose Q(uvw) = Q(u′v′w′) where the words u, v, w have the same
lengths as u′, v′, w′, respectively. Then Q(v) = Q(v′).
LEMMA 45. Let B be the subalphabet of letters that record the insertion of the factor v in
Q = Q(uvw). Then P(Q|B) = Q(v) where Q(v) uses the alphabet B.
LEMMA 46. Let x and y be letters and u and v words such that Q(u) = Q(v) and
shape(Q(xu)) = shape(Q(yv)). Then Q(xu) = Q(yv).
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THEOREM 47 ([25]). Given a skew shape D, there is a set of tableaux CD depending
only on D, such that w is the row-reading word of a skew tableau of shape D if and only if
Q(w) ∈ CD . Moreover, the number of tableaux in CD of shape λ is the Littlewood–Richardson
coefficient cDλ . In particular:
(1) Taking D = λ for a partition λ, there is a unique tableau Qλ such that a word w is a
tableau of shape λ if and only if Q(w) = Qλ.
(2) Let T be a tableau of shape λ and µ ⊂ λ such that λ/µ is a single cell. By taking D =
µ⊗(1) (resp. D = (1)⊗µ) there is a unique pair (u, x) (resp. (x ′, u′)) such that x and
x ′ are letters and u and u′ are tableaux of shape µ, such that P(ux) = T = P(x ′u′).
LEMMA 48. Let U be a tableau of partition shape, x a letter, and v a word. Let s (resp.
s′) be the cell given by the difference of the shapes of P(U x) (resp. P(vU x)) and U (resp.
P(vU )). Then s′ is weakly south and weakly east of s.
PROOF. Let Q be the skew standard tableau that records the column insertion of v into
P(U x). Then s′ is the vacated cell after a jeu-de-taquin that slides Q to the northwest into
the cell s. This precise statement follows from [20, Lemma 21]. More crudely, the tableau
P(vU ) is entrywise smaller than U , viewing empty cells as containing the letter ∞. So the
row insertion of x into P(vU )must necessarily end at a cell s′ that is weakly south and weakly
west of the cell s where the row insertion of x into U ends. 2
LEMMA 49. Let v and w be words with P(v) = P(w). The following are equivalent.
(1) v ∼ w is an elementary Knuth transformation of the form
v = t yxzu and w = t yzxu
where t and u are words x < y ≤ z are letters such that y appears in position i − 1 in
v.
(2) Q(v) and Q(w) differ by the transposition of i and i+1, and in Q(v), i is strictly south
and weakly west of i − 1 and i + 1 is strictly east and weakly north of i − 1.
6.3. Promotion. Let Q be a standard tableau with N letters. For the integer i , define pri (Q)
to be the standard tableau such that
pri (Q)|[N−i] = P(Q|[i+1,N ])− i
P(pri (Q)|[N−i+1,N ]) = Q|[i] + N − i
pri (Q) can be defined in terms of jeu-de-taquin or exchanging tableaux [2]; it is obtained by
exchanging the subtableaux Q|[1,i] and Q[i+1,N ] (and then relabeling). For standard tableaux
pr1 is Schu¨tzenberger’s promotion operator [19].
The following lemma is not hard to prove using the jeu-de-taquin techniques of [4]. It is cru-
cial that the shape of Q be both normal (having a unique northwestmost cell) and antinormal
(having a unique southwestmost cell), that is, the shape of Q must be a rectangle.
LEMMA 50. Let Q be a standard tableau of rectangular shape. Then prk(Q) = prk1(Q).
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6.4. Two row jeux-de-taquin. There is a duality between the crystal operators and jeux-de-
taquin on two-row skew tableaux. This is described below.
Define the overlap of a pair (v, u) of weakly increasing words to be the length of the second
row in the tableau P(vu), or equivalently, the maximum number of columns of size two among
the skew tableaux with first row u and second row v.
The following results appear in [24].
LEMMA 51. Let vi be a weakly increasing word for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and (P, Q) the pair of
tableaux with P = P(vn . . . v1 and Q = Q(vn, vn−1, . . . , v1) (with notation as in Sec-
tion 2.3). Then the overlap of the pair of words (vr+1, vr ) is equal to the number of paired
parentheses in the computation of the r-string of Q.
LEMMA 52. Let {vi } and (P, Q) be as in Lemma 51 and let {v′i } be another sequence of
weakly increasing words with corresponding tableau pair (P ′, Q′). The following are equiv-
alent.
(1) P = P ′, and Q and Q′ are in the same r-string.
(2) v′i = vi for i 6∈ [r, r + 1] and P(v′r+1v′r ) = P(vr+1vr ).
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